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VOL. XLIX LONGWOOD COLLEGE, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1974 NO. 16 
Dr. Willett Announces 
Col. Carr's Resignation 
Dr. Henry I. Willett, Jr., pre- 
sident of Longwood College, re- 
cently announced the decision of 
LTC. John E. Carr, III to resign 
from his administrative position 
at the college. The resignation 
is effective August 31. 
Col. Carr joined the Longwood 
staff in 1966 immediately upon 
his retirement from the U.S. 
Army. He served as business 
manager and treasurer until 1968 
when he was named vice presi- 
dent for administration. 
In announcing CoL Carr's re- 
signation, Dr. Willett stated, "It 
was with deep regret that I learn- 
ed from Col. Carr several months 
ago of his desire to resign from 
his present position as vice pre- 
sident for administration. I have 
made a number of efforts to con- 
vince him to change his mind 
but have not been successful' 
In discussing Col. Carr's 
eight-year association with 
Longwood, Dr. Willett said, "I 
cannot begin to describe the out- 
standing service that he has ren- 
dered to this institution. His per- 
ceptiveness toward difficult 
problems, coupled with a will- 
ingness to give of himself, pro- 
duced a level of competency that 
will be hard, if not impossible, to 
match." 
Dr. Willett added that Col. 
Carr has been teaching a class 
in personal finance at Longwood 
for some time and lias consented 
to continue in this capacity. 
A native of Richmond, Col. 
Carr holds the B.S. degree in 
commerce from The Citadel and 
the master's degree in business 
administration from Syracuse 
University. 
His military career included 
duty tours at battalion, regiment, 
division, and corps levels, as- 
sistant professor of military sci- 
ence and tactics at The Citadel, 
Ordnance material officer for all 
army depots throughout France, 
and comptroller for headquarters 
of the U. S. Army in Europe. 
During the period immediately 
preceding his retirement from 
the Army, he held the post of 
personnel management officer at 
headquarters, Department of the 
Army, 
In his vice presidential position 
at Longwood, Col. Carr has pri- 
mary responsibility for the col- 
lege's staff personnel, business 
I- 
.-_ 
and fiscal management, legal and 
law enforcement matters, and has 
exercised overall supervision ol 
the college's physical expansion 
program during the past seven 
years. In addition, he lias served 
as secretary-treasurer of Long- 
wood College Foundation, Inc. 
CoL Carr resides .it "Falk- 
land" (near Meherrln) which lie 
and his wife, Jean, have restored. 
n«' plans to devote a great deal 
of his time in the future to farm- 
ing. 
Stewart Udall Speaks Out On The Energy Crisis 
By JANE BLOODWORTM 
The energy crisis will become 
a permanent thing, and will have 
an effect on the lifestyle of the 
world in the near future, accord- 
ing to Stewart Udall, former 
Secretary of Interior. 
' It is my thesis that we are 
coming to the end of an age. It 
may even be the end of a whole 
period of human history," said 
Udall in what he referred to as 
a "mind-blowing speech" to the 
Hampden-Sydney student body on 
Wednesday, January SO. 
Udall began his speech by ex- 
plaining the three theories re- 
garding the energy crisis. The 
first school of thought, which 
Udall said was "the opinion of my 
liberal friends, and people who 
like scandals" holds that the 
energy crisis is a hoax, con- 
trived by big business. 
The second school of thought, 
represented by President Nixon, 
feels that the energy crisis is 
very real, and very serious. How- 
ever, it is considered to be short- 
termed. 
"i represent the third point of 
view," said Udall. He feels that 
the energy crisis is not only 
"very serious, but also long- 
termed." 'This shortage is going 
to dominate our lives, to affect 
how we live,' he said. 
"Before the year is out, the 
confusion over it will be re- 
solved,' Udall said. He added 
that the energy crisis is not sud- 
den, but rather "has been brew- 
ing for at least three years." 
The energy crisis is not con- 
fined to the United States, but 
rather, affects the entire world. 
It will have its greatest impact 
upon the world's poorer nations. 
Udall said that he felt the con- 
cept of growth, which had been 
the theme of humanity since the 
Renasissance, was perhaps 
reaching its limits. "We are 
learning how to restrain growth," 
he said. 
"i submit to you young people 
here," Udall said. "This may 
mean that your lives will be very 
interesting." 
Udall confirmed his belief that 
Udall talks with H-SC students after lecture. 
"we are moving swiftly into 
another world," and warned that 
we "may see a great population 
food crush." 
'We (the United States) use a 
third of all the energy in the 
world," Udall said. "We've been 
treating this as a sacred cow, 
up until now. We have only eight 
years of discoverable, reserv- 
able oil reserves left.' 
Udall added that, twenty years 
ago, 50% of the world's oil came 
from the United States. Today, 
only 57c comes from it. The State 
of Texas is currently pumping 
ten times more oil than new oil 
is being found. 
Udall said that many Ameri- 
cans feel that, were the Alaskan 
pipeline to materialize, it would 
solve the problems totally. How- 
ever, it would be eleven years 
before this oil would be usable. 
And, were oil from that source 
used exclusively, it would last 
two and one half years at present 
rate of consumption. 
The world market for oil has 
suddenly become a seller's mar- 
ket, according to Udall. * Per- 
sonally, I think we were very 
fortunate that the last round of 
the Arab-Israeli War occurred 
last year. This lias forced us to 
face the energy crisis," he said. 
"The script for the 1970's is 
written, and the script reads 
shortage, and conservation 
measures to counteract that 
shortage,' Udall said, "if we 
have to go to rationing of gaso- 
line, and I think we probably 
already should, we will have 
to learn to live with it." 
Udall said that he felt Ameri- 
cans would have to rely more 
on bicycles, public transporta- 
tion, and walking for transporta- 
tion purposes. The vast urban 
sprawls which have developed 
since World War II will diminish, 
and   people  will move  back  to 
the city and closer to their jobs. 
Udall added, however, that we 
can retain a goodly number of 
cars, if America quickly moves 
to smaller automobiles. Cars 
which get 25 miles per gallon 
use about half the gas of the cur- 
rent standard sized car, thereby 
cutting gas consumption by half. 
1
 Conservation  of energy can 
do  done without a depression,' 
Udall said. "It will mean a dif- 
ferent lifestyle, however," 
Udall views solar energy as 
one of the greatest sources for 
the future. "It's clean, there's 
no pollution, and the sun Is going 
to be there a long time,' he said. 
Solar energy will call for 
smaller, and differently designed 
houses. However, Udall feels that 
a conversion to solar energy is 
feasible within the next ten years. 
This will not completely re- 
place oil, however, and there 
will be a continued need for con- 
servation of energy, 
1
 We're living as high off the 
hog, as they say in Southern 
Virginia, as we're going to get," 
Udall said. Energy efficiency is 
going to call the shots from now 
on.' 
The gravest aspect of tin; ener- 
gy crisis, according to Udall, is 
a possible food shortage. This Is 
due to a lack of the petroleum 
used to make the fertilizer, which 
is necessary for land to produce 
the amount of food necessary to 
feed an overpopulated world. 
Udall ended the speech on an 
optimistic note, however, "The 
young peopk who are making the 
population policy have been mak- 
ing a new one," lie said. "The 
two-child family is here*" 
Stewart Udall served as Sec- 
retary of Interior under Ken- 
nedy's and Johnson's Adminis- 
tration. Since this tune, he has 
been involved in environmental 
planning.   He   has   written   two 
books,  entitled  1976, AGENDA 
FOR   TOM MORROW,   and   THE 
QUIET CRISIS. 
Recruiters   Prepare 
For The Arrival Cf 
Prospective Students 
By KAREN F06TEH 
To the Admission office, mid- 
winter means selecting those hi| h 
school students who;..' applica- 
tions best qualify them for en 
trance into Longwood, To Andee 
Oglesby   and   Casey   Wilkes,   it 
means  welcoming busloads  of 
i ro pectlve students from V U - 
ginia Beach and Northern Vli 
ginia  for an inside view ol the 
school. 
A< cordin - to Andee, this pro- 
gram began last year when'MM. 
Thoma.1) Hamilton am) I fell 
like students from Northern Vir- 
ginia and other metropolitan 
areas like Virginia Beacli should 
find   out what iarmville i.   Like 
since it' \ such a drastic chan 
A   visit   of this type, Andee 
said, enables students 'to   it .. 
genuine feel for the campus at- 
mosphi re, i hey can talk to stu- 
dents an viiat it's really 
like going to an all in I' cl ool." 
They can "see what the ocl ll 
life is like, go to clfl , <lk to 
advisoi BO that they can 
whether they're interested in our 
different programs, "The visi- 
tors can ' talk with anybody they 
want.' 
' vVe want to give the stud 
the opportunity to decide whether 
i on [wood is the kind ol college 
they'd   like   to   attend,"  Andee 
continued. ' Mo .t ol the student , 
who come have already applied," 
thus giving "them an opportunity 
to talk (0 people in the Admis- 
sions Office, and if they haven't, 
they can talk to us about apply- 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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"Student's Responsibilities 
As Citizens' 
Legislative Board has recently defeated a mo- 
tion  calling  for formation of an "Ad Hoc Commit- 
•     to   handle   passage   of   bad  checks between 
Longwood students and local merchants. They are 
to be commended for this action for several reasons. 
Few students on campus have ever had trouble 
getting checks cashed at local stores - Indicating 
that passage of "bad checks" must be minimal on 
campus. And, most merchants require student I.D.'s 
and dormitory addresses, making it easy for them to 
locate the student should there he a problem. Thus, 
except in cases in which the student has left school 
suddenly, there should be no need for the school to 
assist in the matter. 
Bui secondly, and more important, the school 
should not step into the matter. Although the function 
of the committee would not have been a discipli- 
nary one. they would still become involved in some- 
thing which concerned the student not as a student, 
but as an individual. 
This should also hold true for rules concerning 
student conduct when the conduct becomes an in- 
fringement of not only college, but of state and local 
laws. With only a few exceptions, every girl here 
is over eighteen, and thus legally an adult. When 
she is caught drinking underage, or in possession 
of drugs, she should be subject to state law, and 
not  to disciplinary measures taken by the college. 
It is true, of course, that many feel that col- 
lege intervention in such matters is a form of 
"protecting the student," because the disciplinary 
measures taken are often less severe than those 
which would be taken by the state. However, every- 
one is aware of state laws regarding such matters, 
and realize what the possible consequences of in- 
fringing them while off campus would be. Why, 
then, should the consequences concerning one's on- 
campus conduct be any different? If we demand the 
rights of adults, we must assume the responsibili- 
bilities Why should Longwood provide a sheltering 
arm'.' 
Furthermore, there are no sharply defined dis- 
tinctions regarding what might be handled by Ju- 
dicial Hoard, or what is serious enough to demand 
thai the student be turned over to authorities. For 
example, cases involving drugs are usually deter- 
mined b) "amount" or -type," but again these dis- 
tinctions are vague. The result is that a student 
possessing a small amount of marijuana is subject 
to the same consequences as one who is in posses- 
sion of a harder drug, although the state penalties 
for  these two actions are radically different. 
-   JANE 
The Ones Behind The Scene 
This week. Longwood students will have the 
opportunity of seeing two of the country's leaders 
in the Consumerism battle. One of them is very 
well known, the other, unfortunately, is not so re- 
nowned 
Ralph Nader is a name which has come to 
mean •consumerism" over the past few years. 
Every student on this campus knows who he is, 
and has some idea of his major issues. This is not 
the case with Mary Kay Ryan, Consumer Counse- 
lor with the Cost of Living Council, however. Thus, 
one could conclude that Nader's lecture will be at- 
tended by everyone who has the opportunity to go, 
while attendance at Mary Kay Ryan's will be lighter 
However, in many respects, Ms. Ryan's will be 
the more Interesting of the two. both for the public 
in general and for Longwood students in particular. 
This is. of course, not to discourage students from 
attending Nader's lecture: it too is of vital impor- 
tance However, he is constantly in the newspapers 
and on television, and, as before stated, everyone 
is aware of his major issues 
What Ms Ryan has to say promises to be of 
greater originality, however, for few people know 
very much about what she. as an individual, has to 
say concerning the consumerism issue. 
Ms Ryan's speech should also be of special in- 
terest to LongWOOd students, especially in light of 
the woman's liberation movements across the coun- 
try today For. not only is she a woman with a law 
degree from Harvard, holding a position in the Fed- 
eral Government, but she is also a graduate of a 
very small all girls school in Boston. She might 
well serve as an example to all Longwood ladies 
who wish to be liberated, and as a rebuttal to the 
claim that women's colleges are convents, finishing 
schools, or teacher factories. _ JAN£ 
Ms. Oelyte And 
Mr. Meshejian 
Dear Editor, 
We need more energy-consci- 
ous students like the one who 
complained about the energy 
wasted during the Alie-meshe- jian coffeehouse. Unfortunately, 
I don't know her name as it was 
withheld - so I will refer to her 
as Ms. Dee-Lyte. 
Ms. D. Lyte challenged us all 
to ". . .think of the electrical 
energy used during the coffee- 
house.' But did she think of the 
energy that WASN'T being used 
during the coffee-house? I have. 
Plus, I have complied some de- 
finite facts associated with her 
night time escapades on the ten- 
nis courts. 
First, consider the power used 
during the coffeehouse; 
400 Watts "Vocal Master 
amplif or model V A 
302-C 
1500 Watts lights (there were 
15 one hundred watt 
lights used during 
the coffeehouse) 
1900 watts grand total 
The coffeehouse audience was 
composed of 40 high school stu- 
dents from Va. Beach and ap- 
proximately 80 Longwood stu- 
dents. Assuming those 80 Long- 
wood students were as con- 
scious as Ms. Dee-Lyte, they 
must nave turned off the lights 
in their rooms before attending 
the coffeehouse. But let's be 
even more realistic (as their 
roommates may have stayed in 
their rooms) and say that only 
half (or 40) of those rooms were 
dark. How much power did that 
save? Well, let's bend over back- 
wards for Ms. Dee-Lyte and as- 
sume that each room uses only 
one 60 watt lamp. That alone 
would mean that during the cof- 
feehouse, 500 WATTS WERE 
SAVED! 
Energy is conserved when 
more people are served with the 
same amount of energy. And so, 
Ms. Dee-Lyte, by spreading our 
1900 watts over 80 Longwood 
students (let alone the Va. Beach 
folk) we reduced the energy that 
would normally have been used 
by these people. 
But, let's talk about those lights 
on the tennis courts; 
36,000 watts (72 five hundred watt 
Ughts) 
Even if all the courts are full, 
that comes to more 2000 watts 
per person! At the coffeehouse 
we used less than 2000 watts and 
entertained (I hope) 120 people. 
Now, who is being selfish? 
Finally, according to Mr. Tom 
Dougan: 'for every student that 
doesn't come to Longwood, your 
tuition goes up one dollar." The 
college is trying to save you 
money by keeping up its enroll- 
ment. 
In all fairness to Ms. Dee- 
Lyte, she was quite right to ques- 
tion the expenditure of energy and 
I sincerely applaud her aware- 
ness of a serious problem. 
Wayne Meshejian 
'Swap Shop Cooperation' 
Dear Editor, 
On behalf of Legislative Board, 
I would like to thank the majority 
of the student body for their co- 
operation during the Swap Shop's 
operation. As Chairman, I also 
would like to thank the small 
handful of volunteers who gave 
their every spare moment during 
the first two weeks of the semes- 
ter to provide this service. With- 
out their devotion and sacrifice, 
this project could not have been 
successfuL 
The Swap Shop was established 
last year as a temporary com- 
mittee of Legislative Board. It is 
merely a medium of exchange — 
a central collection agent to save 
the students time and energy 
previously spent intrackingdown 
used books. The dime collected 
for a purchased book is used to 
defray operating costs (enve- 
lopes, cards, and other supplies), 
and any accumulated funds have 
been designated for a scholar- 
ship. This scholarship will be 
awarded this spring for the first 
time. 
The committee realizes there 
are still many "bugs''in the sys- 
tem. New efficiency methods are 
constantly being tried and sug- 
gestions from the student body 
are encouraged. With more vol- 
unteers perhaps, the hours of 
operation could be extended. As 
in any service project, your co- 
operation is essential. The com- 
v ii :J 
Established    1920 
Staff 
3 
mittee makes every effort to ob- 
tain a current booklet; therefore 
students need not bring in old 
editions or unused books. The 
books are sold by request so no 
unused books are purchased. 
Promptness in picking up money 
and books is necessary due to 
the limited reservation of the 
Honors Council Room and the 
lack of storage space. 
The Swap Shop cannot be re- 
sponsible for stolen books al- 
though every precaution is taken 
to prevent theft or loss. Of the 
2700 books handled this semes- 
ter, less than 10 were lost. 
Students could help us and them- 
selves by always writing their 
names in all books. For example, 
several books with no names in 
them lost their stickers this 
year so there was no way we 
could identify the proper owner. 
Legislative Board instituted 
the Swap Shop for the students. 
With your continued cooperation 
and   volunteered   hours,   this 
operation can continue to improve 
its service to you. Please feel 
free to give your comments and 
suggestion to the Board mem- 
bers or myself. (Box 201). 
Thank you, 
Carolyn Campbell 
Chairman, Swap Shop 
Consumer Symposium 
To Be Video-Taped 
For Television 
By BETH RAFFERTY 
L.C. was offered about a month 
ago by the Video Tape Network, 
"to make a half an hour long 
program on our symposium on 
consumerism," states Mr.Ham- 
ilton. This organization is from 
New York and specializes in very 
short programs usually on topics 
of interest to college students. 
"We'll take a lot of raw footage 
on video tape and send it to the 
Video Tape Network, and they'll 
take the best shots and put it 
together. We'll have the Long- 
wood College name on it and 
distributed around the country. 
It may be used for Educational 
TV," said Mr. Hamilton. 
Mr. Hamilton feels that,'we'- 
ve got extensive facilities for 
this, one permanent camera, two 
semipermanent and two mobile 
ones.'- 'We're going to video 
tape practically every presenta- 
tion complete, by using our per- 
manent and semipermanent cam- 
eras. Someone will also be con- 
ducting "man on the street in- 
terviews," along with coverage of 
discussions. 
The college feels that a profit 
can be made by this. L.C. will 
buy the tapes, and the Student 
Union will get part of the royal- 
ties. Mr. Hamilton believes ' the 
royalties in about a years time 
should pay for the tapes. 
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Silkscreen Works 
Cn Display At 
The Campus School 
By ANITA RIVARD 
Silkscreen works byprintmak- 
er Cliica Tenney were displayed 
at the Wynne Campus School 
this past week. The highlights 
of her exhibit was a one-day 
workshop for students of the 
Campus School on January 30. 
The workshop was conducted 
under the supervision of Barbara 
Johnson, director of art for the 
school. It was followed by a week- 
long exhibit which ended today, 
February 6. 
There were a wide variety of 
prints in the display. Miss Ten- 
ney's work ranges from multi- 
colored collage prints to silk- 
screen reproductions of photo- 
graphs. 
A resident of Charlottesville, 
Virginia, Miss Tenney holds a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree 
from Michigan State University. 
In addition, she has studied art 
at the University of Virginia and 
at Virginia Commonwealth Uni- 
versity. 
Miss Tenney's art has pre- 
viously been shown at the Current 
Science Gallery in Charlottes- 
ville and at the Virginia Museum 
Annual Photography Show. She 
is scheduled to present a one- 
woman exhibit at Gallery 4 in 
Alexandria, Virginia this spring. 
Marea Strati To Present A 
Workshop On Warping A Loom 
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What she needs, 
money can't buy. 
There arc old people who 
need someone to t.ilk to. Boys 
who need t.ither>. Guys in 
veterans' hospitals who need 
someone to visit them. Kids who 
need tutors. 
We know lots of people and 
groups who need your help. 
Write "Volunteer,"    00^ 
Washington, D.C. 200H.^^ 
The Art Department of Long- 
wood College is bring a profes- 
sional weaver, Marea Streat, for 
an all day workshop on warping 
a loom on Tuesday, February 5, 
in Bedford Building. Although 
only twenty are able to partici- 
pate actively in the workshop, 
the public  is  invited to attend. 
Marea lived and trained at 
Penland Craft School from 1965 
to 1968. She moved to Richmond 
in 1968 and taught at the Hand 
Work Shop from 1968 to 1972. 
In 1971 she established the 
Marea-Elanie Studio with Sue 
Bunch and they have done crea- 
tive and production weaving since 
then. 
She has exhibited in the Vir- 
ginia Museum Crafts Biennial 
1970, the Mint Museum in 1971, 
the Virginia Crafts Biennial in 
the Anderson Gallery at Vir- 
ginia Commonwealth University 
in 1973, "Fiber and Fabric Hang- 
ings and Floor Coverings" in 
Washington, D. C., in 1973, and 
at the Hand Work Shop in a Two- 
Man Show in 1970, a Three-Man 
Show in 1972, and the "Crafts 
for the Feast" in 1973. She has 
participated in the Piedmont 
(Winston-Salem), Roanoke, Pine 
Camp, and Hand Work Shop 
craft fairs. 
Marea is an active member 
of the Handweavers Guild of 
America, the Southern Highlands 
Handicraft Guild, Carolina De- 
signer Craftsmen, Baltimore 
Weavers Guild, Virginia Crafts 
Council, the Object Makers, and 
Richmond Craftsmen's Guild. She 
is adept at nine different crafts 
and certainly an example of the 
modern young person involved 
in a whole heritage of the craft 
world. She can weave clothes to 
be worn, rugs to be walked on, 
and hangings to be enjoyed vis- 
ually. 
Marriage to a Richmond 
scientist, Marea says, is utterly 
harmonious - 'Buddy thinks and 
reads; and I weave." 
Crush 
all smokes 
dead out. 
Please: help prevent forest fires. 
Gilda Hinter- Reiter's Exhibits 
Are On Display In Bedford 
Gilda Hinter-Reiter is the cur- 
rent exhibitor in the Bedford 
Gallery of Longwood College, in 
the first one-artist show of its 
type in this area. There are 
free-hanging rope scultures of 
natural hemp or polyporpylene 
or nylon, and five wooden box 
constructions with rope coiling 
and thrusting through two, while 
three also enclose fragments of 
rope fiber alternately revealed 
and concealed through thin col- 
lage layers of colored tissue in 
this exhibit. There are also three 
quality pen, brush, and ink draw- 
ings. Much of the artist's work 
Miss Tenney works with Campus School students. 
The Gyre 
Is Still Accepting Submissions 
For Publication 
is closely related to her life. 
After spending her childhood 
in an Austria overrun by Nazi 
troops and within a close family 
forcibly split by those troops, 
the young artist was trained in 
textile design in Vienna and 
Paris. Her total education is 
European, Canadian, and Ameri- 
can. 
She has always worked as a 
creative artist in textiles as 
well as painting, drawing, and 
print making. Because of a love 
of American literature, she man- 
aged to add a B.A. in English 
to her studies. However, pos- 
sibly because of the many beauti- 
ful examples surrounding her as 
a child, she specializes in that 
period of art known as the Baro- 
que. She teaches this, Nineteenth 
Century European art, plus a 
course in aesthetics which en- 
compasses discussion of art cri- 
ticism, film, and drama at Vir- 
ginia Commonwealth University. 
Among Dr. Hinter-Reiter's ex- 
hibitions, just since 1966, are 
American Craftsmen '66(nation- 
al award), Museum of Contem- 
porary crafts, New York City; 
the Cleveland Museum of Fine 
Arts, 1967; One-Artist Show,. 
University of Waterloo, Ontario, 
1967; Tri-State Invitational, Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati, 1967; J.B. 
Speed Art  Museum, Louisville, 
1968 and 1970; Northern Illinois 
Invitational, 1969; certificate of 
distinction, Virginia Museum Bi- 
ennial 72 (resulting in a one- 
artist show at the Robinson 
House,  1973); Hand Work Shop, 
1969 and 1973; Neue Galerie 
Der Stadt Linz, Austria; and 
Museum Fur Angewandte Kunst, 
Vienna, 1972. 
The exhibition runs through 
February 14. Gallery hours are 
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, and 2 to 6 p.m. 
on Saturday and Sunday. The 
public is cordially invited. 
Marea pauses from her work. 
Upcoming Production Boasts 
Several Unusual Attractions 
By KAREN FOSTER 
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on 
Man-in-the Moon Marigolds' of- 
fers two attractions not shared 
by the year's previous produc- 
tions — a white rabbit named 
"Theodore" and a band. 
' We don't know what the rab- 
bit will do," on stage,'' stated 
Mr. Douglas Young, director. 
Susan Lower, in the role of 
Lillie, "is a little afraid of rab- 
bits, or at least, is not fond of 
them.' 
Concerning the band, Mr. 
Young continued, ' We are going 
to attempt to have live musicJ 
if not live, then at least recorded 
from our own group.''Each of the 
major characters has her own 
theme which will "hopefully help 
identify them to the audience.' 
The music was "composed by 
Clark Lindsay'  who lias "gotten 
the   groups together." Instru- 
ments   include a soprano sax, 
drums, guitar, bass and piano. 
One of the play's major prob- 
lems, according to Mr. Young, 
will be "to coordinate the music, 
lights and sound." Another dif- 
ficulty lies in obtaining a walker 
for Nanny, played by Gail llar- 
rell. 
Janet Baker, as the mother, 
Beatrice, must "learn to ail- 
just to her dislike of coffee.* 
Also, "we may have to Bndsome 
way to reimburse Janet for all 
the cigarettes she has to smoke," 
Mr. Yoiin}' said. 
Gail llarrell must learn to 
"play an old person," a half 
corpse for her role,' according 
to Mr. Young, 
Assistant director Lark Leon- 
ard said, "In past experiences 
while working backstage, I was 
tied up in one particular aspect 
of the show, but with "Mari- 
golds," I am able to observe Hie 
play from all angles and am 
picking up valuable knowledge 
in regard to what goes into di- 
recting a play. Seeing the ac- 
tresses develop their characters 
is very rewarding." 
Crew chiefs not previously 
published included DebbieStellas 
for publicity, Linda Webber on 
costumes, and Diane Fulchor on 
set. 
"Marigolds' will open in Jar- 
man on Wednesday, February 27 
and run through Saturday, March 
2. 
Transcendental Meditation 
Lectures At Hampden-Sydney 
By JANET LINDNER 
The first of two lectures on 
transcendental meditation took 
place last night, February 5, at 
Hampden-Sydney College. This 
lecture explains the efforts and 
benefits of transcendental medi- 
tation as taught by Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi of India. 
According to Duncan Van Ness, 
a student of Hampden-Sydney 
College, the lectures will be 
given by Oliver Hill and Becky 
Shiflett of the Students Interna- 
tional Meditation Society in Rich- 
mond, along with JohnWurdeman 
as a ceremony helper. He com- 
mented, "they are really sincere 
and dedicated people who want 
to spread the teachings" of tran- 
scendental meditation which is 
known as the "Wisdom of the 
fast." The first lecture is de- 
signed to c.iveageneral knowl- 
edge of the meditation proc- 
ess. After a fifteen day lapse, 
the student i.'. asked not to take 
any nonprtfcrlptton drugs. The 
second lecture is also two or 
three hours long, and is a pre- 
paratory lecture on the me- 
chanics of transcendental 
meditation along with the ac - 
tual processes and experiences 
of T.M. The lecture series is 
designed so that the Saturday 
after the initial lectures the pupil 
is taught individually by the 
teacher for one-half hour or 
45 minutes. He is then asked 
to go off by himself for awhile 
in a room set aside, and come 
back and talk to the teacher 
again before he leaves again to 
(CONTINUED TO PAGE 5) 
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Changes In Rush 
Causes Mixed Feelings 
By BETH RAFFERTY 
There are many mixed feelings 
about the results of Rush, and the 
effects the elianges had on it. 
Opinions differ according to the 
sorority and class. 
OPINIONS OF 
SORORITY MEMBERS 
Cindy Plank; a members of the 
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, stated 
that during this Rush, "i think 
definitely it seemed to be more 
uneasy.'' "With the number going 
through! Rush, I think the quota 
was fine.' "I think alot of en- 
thusiasum was robbed because 
of the second semester, they had 
met their friends and there wasn't 
the need for a sorority.' 
Alpha Gamma Delta member; 
Debbie Martin, feels tliat "maybe 
orientation may liave played some 
part in the outcome of Rush. The 
first thing tliat freshman are in- 
troduced to  is blue and white, 
red and white, green and white 
love. The last emphasis is the 
2.0, and sororities are almost 
ignored. If academics had been 
emphasised more during orienta- 
tion   maybe    more potential 
rushies would  liave made their 
grades,   therefore   raising me 
quota.' 
Susie Hicks, another member 
of Alpha Gamma, stated that, "if 
a person is torn between two 
sororities they should go to the 
theme parties and inspirationals 
and if they see just the girls 
as faces then they don't belong 
in either one. Beyond the faces 
you have to see the bond of 
sisterhood." 
Marcia Ashing, an Alpha Phi, 
said that Rush this year, "*as 
hard on a lot of sororities when 
they were used to taking twice as 
many. It hurt the larger soror- 
ities because they won't be able 
to take any in informal Rush. 
Marcia added that the 'number 
that rushed hurt period, but the 
quota didn't hurt us. It protected 
us from having the larger soror- 
ities take more." 
An Alpha Sigma Alpha member, 
Jan Relce, feels that "we are 
hurt but not seriously,' by the 
quota. "1 know of alot of girls 
that would have gone through 
Rush if they had had the average. 
I think they should keep the 
average because I think in order 
for a girl to do the work that's 
required of her in a sorority she 
needs a strong 2.0' .Jan also add- 
ed that if a rushie is undecided 
between two sororities," 1 just 
try to show her that she's extra 
special to us. If we realize she's 
torn, we let her know that which- 
ever way she goes, we'11 be happy 
for her.'- 
Patsy Garrett, another member 
of Alpha Sigma Tau, said tliat, 
'the biggest problem was tliat the 
sororities knew they had so few 
girls to choose from; therefore, 
they reduced their party list more 
than in the past." Patsy added 
tliat she "felt very funny around" 
a person when she knew they 
weren't going to get a bid. "I 
didn't want them to feel that they 
weren't going to get a bid, but I 
didn't want them to feel that they 
were, so I treated everybody 
equally." 
Delta Zeta member;JodyWar- 
ren, feels that "for one thing it 
hurt us being over in Curry be- 
cause alot of the girls don't even 
bother to come over here." Jody 
stated that the quota "didn't hurt 
us. I think we could have made 
more than ten, but a quota of 
ten is ridiculous.' The quota 
had a side effect according to Jody 
because, "there were so few girls 
going through that cross bidding 
was practically with every girl. 
This might have brought on dirty 
rush. From what I've heard there 
seemed to be a lot of dirty rush.' 
Pam Phillips, a member of the 
Kappa Delta sorority, stated that, 
"1 don't think it was a very good 
idea to have it second semester 
because if it was first semester 
then more freshman would par- 
ticipate because they want to meet 
people." 
Diane Groves, another Kappa 
Delta member, feels that a soror- 
ity is "a good chance to meet 
people at school. You get a better 
outlook on college life.' 
Phi Mu member, Donna Sue 
Gillispie feels that, "Rush this 
year didn't compare to last years 
* at all." Donna thinks tliat soror- 
ities 'are going down hill. I 
think liaving it second semester 
has a lot to do with it, it didn't 
appeal to the freshman." 
Chris Mullin, from Sigma 
Kappa, stated that 'it was harder 
on us trying to decide on just ten 
people." When a girl is trying 
to decide between two sororities 
Chris feels that "you try extra 
hard to get to know her and get 
her to know everybody in the 
sorority so she'll make a wise 
decision.' 
Sigma Sigma Sigma member 
Susan Bonifant said that "I don't 
think quota effected Rush, I think 
Rush effected the quota,' Susan 
feels that the change in the se- 
mesters "from what the fresh- 
man have said, it has "affected 
it a lot." 
Jo Ann Tucker, a member of 
Zeta Tau Alpha, stated that 'we 
didn't get as many people as we 
thought we could have, and a lot 
of people got hurt." • I hope they 
change Rush to first semester 
next year.' Pat Dameron, a new 
pledge who is also in Zeta agreed 
with Jo Ann. Pat stated that "for 
the first time in my life I get to 
have sisters." 
Mary Bruce Hazelgrove, anew 
AST pledge, says that she "en- 
joyed it very, very much be- 
cause I acquired so many new 
friendships, but the quota scar- 
ed me.' 
OPINIONS OF INDEPENDANTS 
Julie Snyder, a non-Greek, 
stated that Mi think it was better 
the other way when you could 
Rush without a 2.0. That would 
give you a drive to pull up your 
grades  so   you could pledge.'' 
Debbie Donahue, another non- 
sorority member, when asked 
about the required 2.0 average 
added that, "1 think that's ri- 
diculous because that's higher 
than you need to have as a sopho- 
more." 
THE NEW 1974 PLEDGES 
Alpha Delta Pi signed three 
pledges; Tricia Moore, Joanne 
Wilson, and Neisi King. 
Donna Brooks, Emily Burgwyn, 
Deane Davis, Willa Jean Derbin, 
Ann Meador, Sue Sterne, Rita 
Waide, and Julie Willard, pledged 
to Alpha Gamma Delta. 
Three people pledged Alpha 
Phi; Faye Shiflet, Judy Morfitt, 
and Lisa Lemberg. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha signed ten 
pledges; Mary Crowe, Judy Fos- 
ter, Suzanne Griffen, Carolyn 
Long, Sheila McGee, Anna Mar- 
shall, Beverly Patterson, Dale 
Robinson, Sherri Swinson, and 
Sandy Williams. 
Deloris Bigger, Nancy Butler, 
Sara Carr, Sally Chewnings, 
Brenda Chisolm, Sandy Conk- 
wright, Mary Bruce Hazelgrove, 
Eilleen McSweeney, Betty Ridge- 
way, and Cheryl Sams pledged to 
Alpha Sigma Tau. 
Delta Zeta signed ten pledges; 
Melinda Hinson, Donna Barry, 
Sharon Barnes, Mary Kay Ro- 
maine, Debbie Walker, Vickie 
Wells, Mary Anne Curtis, Tina 
Gordon, Kathy Novice, and Mary 
Anne Robinson. 
Celia Creasey, Carol Hender- 
son, Viann Lynch, Kay Tucker, 
Barbara Watkins, Marjorie Wet- 
ley, Martha Low, Linda Ander- 
son, Pam Aaron, and Norma B. 
pledged to Kappa Delta. 
Phi Mu signed four pledges: 
Pam Carmines, Betsy O'Donnell, 
Betsy  Rash,  and  Mary Wood. 
Ten people signed with Sigma 
Kappa. They were; Robin Barret, 
Dinah Ditton, Mary Kay Harris, 
Aline Hunter, Martha Smith, Pat 
Spense, Ann Titlow, and Cindy 
Williams. 
Tolly Byrd pledged to Sigma 
Sigma Sigma. 
Zeta Tau Alpha pledge nine 
people; Pat Dameron, BethTom- 
linson, Susia Wellbaum, Ann 
Gray, Barbara Litchford, Linda 
Maxey, Susan Dingleberry, Gar- 
nett Mayberry, and Debb'e Mot- 
ley. 
Douglas To Conduct \ oluntnry 
Expository Writing Workshop 
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By BROOKE DICKERMAN 
Beginning February 3 Mr.Otis 
W. Douglas will conduct a volun- 
tary workshop designed to help 
students who have trouble in ex- 
pository writing and in the or- 
ganization of essays and themes. 
The instructional approach of the 
workshop will be tutorial, re- 
quiring frequent revision of 
simple paragraphs and confer- 
ences with the instructor. No. 
credit   will be given, nor will 
Or. Leon Freedman 
To Present Speech 
On Arsenic Therapy 
'The Rise and Fall of Arsenic 
Therapy" is the title of a lecture 
to be presented by Dr. Leon D. 
Freedman, Professor of Chem- 
istry at NorthCarolinaState Uni- 
versity, on Tuesday, February 
26, at 1 p.m. in Jeffers Audi- 
torium. 
Dr. Freedman was born in 
Baltimore, Maryland. He receiv- 
ed his A. B., M. A., and Ph. D. 
from John Hopkins. From 1941- 
1961, when he joined the faculty 
of N. C. State, he was associated 
with the U. S. Public Health Ser- 
vice. 
A member of several organiza- 
tions, including Phi Beta Kappa, 
Phi Lambda Upsilon, and the 
American Chemical Society, Dr. 
Freedman is also involved in the 
Organic Electronic Spectral 
Data, Inc., which is engaged in 
cataloging most of the world's 
ultraviolet and visible spectral 
data published since 1946. 
Dr. Freedman also has re- 
search interests in synthesis, 
analysis, and biological testing 
of organic compounds of phos- 
phorous, arsenic and antimony. 
Transcendental 
Meditation 
(Continued from Page 3) 
meditate. The following Sunday, 
Monday, and Tuesday evenings 
are al&o set aside for meditation. 
After these four days, stated 
Van Ness, the pupil should dis- 
cuss all the problems and ques- 
tions on his mind before he can 
completely succeed in his task 
of meditating with a relaxed mind. 
Van Ness commented that in 
order to have a "good under- 
standing of T.M. it is really 
wise" to go to the beginning 
lectures as well as the individual 
meetings. 
The meditation process "is an 
effortless process,* stated Van 
Ness, where the "body is settling 
down to a refined level of 
thought," which can only be done 
when all the questions are out 
of the way. He also explained 
that this "is not a religious pro- 
cess," but "a systematic techni- 
que of releasing the stress and 
anxiety from the nervous sys- 
tem." 
The Maharishi, who is now in 
Switzerland, is teaching thou- 
sands of people to meditate. Van 
Ness commented that there is 
one teacher for every 1,000 peo- 
ple, and in order to be classi- 
fied as a teacher he must have 
completed a ten week study 
course in the Science of Crea- 
tive Intelligence and must spend 
ten weeks with the Maharishi 
himself. He stated that it is 
"not an easy thing to become 
a Maharishi." Maharishi Mehesh 
Yogi, who has a degree in physics, 
took over the position of Ma- 
harishi when his Guru died years 
ago. He then decided to spread 
the teachings of transcendental 
meditation to the western world. 
there  by any formal lectures, 
tests, or grades. 
Mr. Douglas, an English pro- 
fessor and originator of the work- 
shop, states that the course will 
stress constant and immediate 
feedback. He will act as editor. 
Mr. Douglas hopes that the ed- 
itor-author relationship and im- 
mediate correction will help 
solve problems that are not 
corrected in ordinary English 
classes. 
The workshop, which wiU be 
held on Wednesday afternoons 
from 4-6 in Grainger 206, is 
open to any student who feels 
she has a deficiency in exposi- 
tory writing. If interested in 
this program, contact Mr. Doug- 
las in G-206 or attend the first 
session of the workshop. 
A Great Gift  Gift For Your Little Sister 
Now At 
The Fashion Post 
Sorority T-Shirts 
$2.25 and up 
Nominate For 
Faculty Recognition Award . . 
The Good Ones Deserve It 
CONSUMERISM 
A BALANCED VIEW 
Fublic Interest Sessions 
10:45 - 12:00 
"Organizing for Consumer Protection" 
Lynn Jordan, Virginia Citizens' Consumer 
Council 
"The Finance Industry and Consumer Education" 
Joyce Bryant. Household Finance Corporation 
"The Scientist and the Consumer" 
Barbara Hogan, Center for Science in the Public 
Interest 
"The Consumer In Toyland" 
Jill Baxter, Virginia Citizens' Consumer Council 
"Consumer Education and Consumer Consciousness" 
Aurelia Miller, editor. The Consumer Educator 
"The Food Industry: Feast or Famine Bearei" 
Mary Jane Kaniuka, Si'feway S'oies 
"The Government and th«> Consume-" 
Hopo Frank. FDA Consigner Afrairs Officer 
FEBRUARY 7, 1974 
10:30 -5:00 
Viewpoints 
12:45-2:00 
"Does It Do Any Good To Complain'' 
Laura Horowitz, Virginia Citizens' Consumer 
Council 
Hope Frank, FDA Consumer Affairs Officer 
Robert Coleberd, Longwood College 
"The Low Income Consumer" 
Agnes Bryant, Consumer Research Council of 
Detroit 
• Survival In The Supermarket" 
Lynn Jordan, Virginia Citizens' Consumer 
Council 
Mary Jane Kaniuka, Safeway Stores 
"Consumer Demand* on ihe Media  Another Shortfall?' 
crj-^'s Poilock, ed.tor. Media and tin Consumer 
"Contumei Education  Savings or Losses lor You'" 
Aurehc Milier, , ditot, Consumer Educator 
Joyce 3rvj:-».  Heu^'holcl ^i'^nce Co.Dor.'hon 
Mdiirev- 3'ank  iilnirqe:. Lonnwoo-.i College 
Consumer Activists' Sessions 
3:30-5:00 
"Investigating The Marketplace" 
Jim Turner, first 'Nader's Raider' 
"Nader's Raiders Today" 
Sandy Sterling, Public Citizen, Inc. 
"The College Student and the Consumer" 
Public Interest Research Group 
George Washington University 
Ralph Nader will speak at 8:00 p.m. A limited number of tickets for his speech are still available. However, 
in the event you cannot secure a ticket, you will be able to watch Mr. Nader on closed circuit television. 
Virginia High School League 
Forensic Meet Held Last Week 
ners of the James River and 
Southside  Meets along with the 
first  and  second place winners 
of the  Peanut and Skyline Dis- 
trict Meets will compete in the 
Virginia High School League Re- 
gional Forensic! Meet at Long- 
wood on February 10. 
By JEAN TATE 
Last Thursday afternoon Long- 
wood was the site for A Virginia 
High School League Forensic 
Meet. 
There were two seperate dis- 
tricts holding meets simultane- 
ously. Six Schools were entered 
in the James River District Meet. 
They were Amelia County High 
School, Cumberland High School, 
Buckingham Central High School, 
Clover Hill High School, and 
Prince Edward County High 
School. The first place winner 
in this meet was Clover Hill 
High School, which received the 
trophy. 
In the Southside District Meet, 
five schools participated. They 
were Brunswick High School, 
Central Senior   High School, 
Matoaca High School, Park View 
Senior High School, and Ran- 
dolph-Henry HighSchool. Central 
Senior High School came in first 
in this district's meet. Ran- 
dolph-Henry came in second and 
Brunswick placed third. 
There were nine categories 
in the meet. They were spelling, 
Boy's Oratory, Girl's Oratory, 
Boy's Extemporaneous Speaking, 
Girl's Extemporaneous Speaking, 
Girl's Prose, Boy's Prose, Girl's 
Poetry, and Boy's Poetry. 
The director of the meet was 
Mr. T. C. Dalton, Director of 
Special Services at Longwood. 
Mrs. Nancy Anderson, Assistant 
Professor of Speech and Drama, 
was instrumental in the organiza- 
tion of the meet. 
The first and second place win- 
Main Street 
Farmville, Virginia 
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Changes In Rush 
Causes Mixed Feelings 
By BETH RAFFERTY 
There are many mixed feelings 
about the results of Rush, and the 
effects the changes had on it. 
Opinions differ according to the 
sorority and class. 
OPINIONS OF 
SORORITY MEMBERS 
Cindy Plank; a members of the 
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, stated 
that during this Rush, "i think 
definitely it seemed to be more 
uneasy.'' •'With the number going 
through! Rush, I think the quota 
was fine.' "I think alot of en- 
thusiasum was robt>ed because 
of the second semester, they had 
met their friends and there wasn't 
the need for a sorority.' 
Alpha Gamma Delta member; 
Debbie Martin, feelstliat"maybe 
orientation may have played some 
part in the outcome of Rush. The 
first thing tliat freshman are in- 
troduced to is blue and white, 
red and white, green and white 
love. The last emphasis is the 
2.0, and sororities are almost 
ignored. If academics had be.'ii 
emphasised more during orienta- 
tion maybe more potential 
rusliies would have made their 
grades, therefore raising ttN 
quota.' 
Susie Hicks, another member 
of Alpha Gamma, stated that, "if 
a person is torn between two 
sororities they should go to the 
theme parties and inspirationals 
and if they see just the girls 
as faces then they don't belong 
in either one. Beyond the faces 
you have to see the bond of 
sisterhood." 
Marcia Ashing, an Alpha Phi, 
said that Rush this year, "was 
hard on a lot of sororities when 
they were used to taking twice as 
many. It hurt the larger soror- 
ities because they won't be able 
to take any in informal Rush. 
Marcia added that the 'number 
that rushed hurt period, but the 
quota didn't hurt us. It protected 
us from having the larger soror- 
ities take more." 
An AlphaSigma Alpha member, 
Jan Relce, feels that "we are 
hurt but not seriously,' by the 
quota. "1 know of alot of girls 
that would have gone through 
Rush if they had had the average. 
I think they should keep the 
average because I think in order 
for a girl to do the work that's 
required of her in a sorority she 
needs a strong 2.0' .Jan also add- 
ed that if a rushie is undecided 
between two sororities," I just 
try to show her that she's extra 
special to us. If we realize she's 
torn, we let her know that which- 
ever way she goes, we'11 be happy 
for her." 
Patsy Garrett, another member 
of Alpha Sigma Tau, said that, 
» the biggest problem was that the 
sororities knew they had so few 
girls to choose from; therefore, 
they reduced their party list more 
than in the past." Patsy added 
ttiat she "felt very funny around" 
a person when stie knew they 
weren't going to get a bid. "I 
didn't want them to feel that they 
weren't going to get a bid, but I 
didn't want them to feel that they 
were, so I treated everybody 
equally." 
Delta Zeta member;JodyWar- 
ren, feels that "for one thing it 
hurt us being over in Curry be- 
cause alot of the girls don't even 
bother to come over here." Jody 
stated that the quota "didn't hurt 
us. I think we could have made 
more than ten, but a quota of 
ten is ridiculous.' The quota 
had a side effect according to Jody 
because, "there were so few girls 
going through that cross bidding 
was practically with every girl. 
This might have brought on dirty 
rush. From what I've heard there 
seemed to be a lot of dirty rush.' 
Pam Phillips, a member ofthe 
Kappa Delta sorority, stated that, 
'■1 don't think it was a very good 
idea to have it second semester 
because if it was first semester 
then more freshman would par- 
ticipate because they want to meet 
people." 
Diane Groves, another Kappa 
Delta member, feels that a soror- 
ity is Mi good chance to meet 
people at school. You get a better 
outlook on college life.' 
Phi Mu member, Donna Sue 
Gillispie feels that, "Rush this 
year didn't compare to last years 
at all." Donna thinks that soror- 
ities ' are going down hill. I 
think having it second semester 
has a lot to do with it, it didn't 
appeal to the freshman." 
Chris Mullin, from Sigma 
Kappa, stated that 'it was harder 
on us trying to decide on just ten 
people.'* When a girl is trying 
to decide between two sororities 
Chris feels that "you try extra 
hard to get to know her and get 
her to know everybody in the 
sorority so she'll make a wise 
decision.' 
Sigma Sigma Sigma member 
Susan Bonifant said that "I don't 
think quota effected Rush, I think 
Rush effected the quota,' Susan 
feels that the change in the se- 
mesters ''from what the fresh- 
man have said, it has "affected 
it a lot." 
Jo Ann Tucker, a member of 
Zeta Tau Alpha, stated that 'we 
didn't get as many people as we 
thought we could have, and a lot 
of people got hurt." "I hope they 
change Rush to first semester 
next year.' Pat Dameron, a new 
pledge who is also in Zeta agreed 
with Jo Ann. Pat stated that "for 
the first time in my life I get to 
have sisters." 
Mary Bruce Hazelgrove, anew 
AST pledge, says that she "en- 
joyed it very, very much be- 
cause I acquired so many new 
friendships, but the quota scar- 
ed me.' 
OPINIONS OF INDEPENDANTS 
Julie Snyder, a non-Greek, 
stated that '1 think it was better 
the other way when you could 
Rush without a 2.0. That would 
give you a drive to pull up your 
grades   so   you could pledge.'1 
Debbie Donahue, another non- 
sorority member, when asked 
about the required 2.0 average 
added that, "I think that's ri- 
diculous because that's higher 
than you need to have as a sopho- 
more." 
THE NEW 1974 PLEDGES 
Alpha Delta Pi signed three 
pledges; Tricia Moore, Joanne 
Wilson, and Neisi King. 
Donna Brooks, Emily Burgwyn, 
Deane Davis, Willa Jean Derbin, 
Ann Meador, Sue Sterne, Rita 
Waide, and Julie Willard, pledged 
to Alpha Gamma Delta. 
Three people pledged Alpha 
Phi; Faye Shiflet, Judy Moffitt, 
and Lisa Lemberg. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha signed ten 
pledges; Mary Crowe, Judy Fos- 
ter, Suzanne Griffen, Carolyn 
Long, Sheila McGee, Anna Mar- 
shall, Beverly Patterson, Dale 
Robinson, Sherri Swinson, and 
Sandy Williams. 
Deloris Bigger, Nancy Butler, 
Sara Carr, Sally Chewnings, 
Brenda Chisolm, Sandy Conk- 
wright, Mary Bruce Hazelgrove, 
Eilleen McSweeney, Betty Ridge- 
way, and Cheryl Sams pledged to 
Alpha Sigma Tau. 
Delta Zeta signed ten pledges; 
Melinda Hinson, Donna Barry, 
Sharon Barnes, Mary Kay Ro- 
maine, Debbie Walker, Vickie 
Wells, Mary Anne Curtis, Tina 
Gordon, Kathy Novice, and Mary 
Anne Robinson. 
Celia Creasey, Carol Hender- 
son, Viann Lynch, Kay Tucker, 
Barbara Watkins, Marjorie Wet- 
ley, Martha Low, Linda Ander- 
son, Pam Aaron, and Norma B. 
pledged to Kappa Delta. 
Phi Mu signed four pledges: 
Pam Carmines, Betsy O'Donnell, 
Betsy  Rash,  and Mary Wood. 
Ten people signed with Sigma 
Kappa. They were; Robin Barret, 
Dinah Ditton, Mary Kay Harris, 
Aline Hunter, Martha Smith, Pat 
Spense, Ann Titlow, and Cindy 
Williams. 
Tolly Byrd pledged to Sigma 
Sigma Sigma. 
Zeta Tau Alpha pledge nine 
people; Pat Dameron, BethTom- 
linson, Susia Wellbaum, Ann 
Gray, Barbara Litchford, Linda 
Maxey, Susan Dingleberry, Gar- 
nett Mayberry, and Debb'e Mot- 
ley. 
Douglas To Conduct Voluntary 
Expository Writing Workshop 
Wednesday, February 6, 1974 THE ROTUNDA Page 5 
By BROOKE DICKERMAN 
Beginning February 3 Mr.Otis 
W. Douglas will conduct a volun- 
tary workshop designed to help 
students who have trouble in ex- 
pository writing and in the or- 
ganization of essays and themes. 
The instructional approach of the 
workshop will be tutorial, re- 
quiring frequent revision of 
simple paragraphs and confer- 
ences with the instructor. No. 
credit  will be given, nor will 
Dr. Leon Freedman 
To Present Speech 
On Arsenic Therapy 
"The Rise and Fall of Arsenic 
Therapy" is the title of a lecture 
to be presented by Dr. Leon D. 
Freedman, Professor of Chem- 
istry at North Carolina State Uni- 
versity, on Tuesday, February 
26, at 1 p.m. in Jeffers Audi- 
torium. 
Dr. Freedman was born in 
Baltimore, Maryland. He receiv- 
ed his A. B„ M. A., and Ph. D. 
from John Hopkins. From 1941- 
1961, when he joined the faculty 
of N. C. State, he was associated 
with the U. S. Public Health Ser- 
vice. 
A member of several organiza- 
tions, including Phi Beta Kappa, 
Phi Lambda Upsilon, and the 
American Chemical Society, Dr. 
Freedman is also involved in the 
Organic Electronic Spectral 
Data, Inc., which is engaged in 
cataloging most of the world's 
ultraviolet and visible spectral 
data published since 1946. 
Dr. Freedman also has re- 
search interests in synthesis, 
analysis, and biological testing 
of organic compounds of phos- 
phorous, arsenic and antimony. 
Transcendental 
Meditation 
(Continued from Page 3) 
meditate. The following Sunday, 
Monday, and Tuesday evenings 
are also set aside for meditation. 
After these four days, stated 
Van Ness, the pupil should dis- 
cuss all the problems and ques- 
tions on his mind before he can 
completely succeed in his task 
of meditating with a relaxed mind. 
Van Ness commented that in 
order to have a "good under- 
standing of T.M. it is really 
wise" to go to the beginning 
lectures as well as the individual 
meetings. 
The meditation process "is an 
effortless process,' stated Van 
Ness, where the "body is settling 
down to a refined level of 
thought," which can only be done 
when all the questions are out 
of the way. He also explained 
that this "is not a religious pro- 
cess," but "a systematic techni- 
que of releasing the stress and 
anxiety from the nervous sys- 
tem." 
The Maharishi, who is now in 
Switzerland, is teaching thou- 
sands of people to meditate. Van 
Ness commented that there is 
one teacher for every 1,000 peo- 
ple, and in order to be classi- 
fied as a teacher he must have 
completed a ten week study 
course in the Science of Crea- 
tive Intelligence and must spend 
ten weeks with the Maharishi 
himself. He stated that it is 
"not an easy thing to become 
a Maharishi." Maharishi Mehesh 
Yogi, who has a degree in physics, 
took over the position of Ma- 
harishi when his Guru died years 
ago. He then decided to spread 
the teachings of transcendental 
meditation to the western world. 
there  by any formal lectures, 
tests, or grades. 
Mr. Douglas, an English pro- 
fessor and originator of the work- 
shop, states that the course will 
stress constant and immediate 
feedback. He will act as editor. 
Mr. Douglas hopes that the ed- 
itor-author relationship and im- 
mediate correction will help 
solve problems tliat are not 
corrected in ordinary English 
classes. 
The workshop, which will be 
held on Wednesday afternoons 
from 4-6 in Grainger 206, is 
open to any student who feels 
she has a deficiency in exposi- 
tory writing. If interested in 
this program, contact Mr. Doug- 
las in G-206 or attend the first 
session of the workshop. 
A Great Gift  Gift For Your Little Sister 
Now At 
The Fashion Post 
Sorority T-Shirts 
$2.25 and up 
Nominate For 
Faculty Recognition Award 
The Good Ones Deserve It 
CONSUMERISM 
A BALANCED VIEW 
Public Interest Sessions 
10:45- 12:00 
"Organizing for Consumer Protection" 
Lynn Jordan, Virginia Citizens' Consumer 
Council 
"The Finance Industry and Consumer Education" 
Joyce Bryant, Household Finance Corporation 
"The Scientist and the Consumer" 
Barbara Hogan, Center for Science in the Public 
Interest 
"The Consumer In Toyland" 
Jill Baxter, Virginia Citizens' Consumer Council 
"Consumer Education and Consumer Consciousness" 
Aurelia Miller, editor. The Consumer Educator 
"The Food Industry: Feast or Famine Bearei" 
Mary Jane Kaniuka, Sideway S'oies 
"The Government and the Consume*" 
Hope Frank. FDA Const-.net Aftairs Officer 
FEBRUARY 7, 1974 
10:30-5:00 
Viewpoints 
12:45 -2:00 
"Does It Do Any Good To Complain" 
Laura Horowitz, Virginia Citizens' Consumer 
Council 
Hope Frank, FDA Consumer Affairs Officer 
Robert Coleberd. Longwood College 
"The Low Income Consumer" 
Agnes Bryant, Consumer Research Council of ' 
Detroit 
* Survival In The Supermarket" 
Lynn Jordan, Virginia Citizens' Consumer 
Council 
Mary Jane Kaniuka, Safeway Stores 
"Consumer Demands on the Media. Another Shortfall?' 
Fronc»$ Poilock. editor, Media and the Consumer 
"CoiSljmei Education' Savings or Losses lor You?" 
Aurelii Miller, editor, Consumer Educator 
Joyce 3rvj:'t. Hou^'holcl Finance Coiooratioi 
Mdiiro-" Biank'.Ttburger, Lonqwood College 
Consumer Activists' Sessions 
3:30-500 
"Investigating The Marketplace" 
Jim Turner, first 'Nader's Raider' 
"Nader's Raiders Today" 
Sandy Sterling, Public. Citizen, Inc. 
"The College Student and the Consumer" 
Public Interest Research Group 
George Washington University 
Ralph Nader will speak at 8:00 p.m. A limited number of tickets for his speech are still available. However, 
in the event you cannot secure a ticket, you will be able to watch Mr. Nader on closed circuit television. 
Virginia High School League 
Forensic Meet Held Last Week 
ners of the James River and 
Southside Meets along with the 
first and second [dace winners 
of  the  Peanut and Skyline Dis- 
trict Meets will compete in the 
Virginia High School League Re- 
gional Forensics Meet at Long- 
wood on February 10. 
By JEAN TATE 
Last Thursday afternoon Long- 
wood was the site for A Virginia 
High School League Forensic 
Meet. 
There were two seperate dis- 
tricts holding meets simultane- 
ously. Six Schools were entered 
in the James River District Meet. 
They were Amelia County High 
School, Cumberland High School, 
Buckingham Central HighSchool, 
Clover Hill High School, and 
Prince Edward County High 
SchooL The first place winner 
in this meet was Clover Hill 
High School, which received the 
trophy. 
In the Southside District Meet, 
five schools participated. They 
were Brunswick High School, 
Central Senior   High School, 
Matoaca High School, Park View 
Senior High School, and Ran- 
dolph-Henry High SchooL Central 
Senior High School came in first 
in this district's meet. Ran- 
dolph-Henry came in second and 
Brunswick placed third. 
There were nine categories 
in the meet. They were spelling, 
Boy's Oratory, Girl's Oratory, 
Boy's Extemporaneous Speaking, 
Girl's Extemporaneous Speaking, 
Girl's Prose, Boy's Prose, Girl's 
Poetry, and Boy's Poetry. 
The director of the meet was 
Mr. T. C. Dalton, Director of 
Special Services at Longwood. 
Mrs. Nancy Anderson, Assistant 
Professor of Speech and Drama, 
was instrumental in the organiza- 
tion of the meet. 
The first and second place win- 
Main Street 
Farmville, Virginia 
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"S-UN" Sponsors Cornelius Brothers, Sisters Rose 
By BKTTII   > 
The  Student Union and 
Afro- AmerlcanStudi nl \.lll 
are 
ruary   14 li ornellus 
, with iti<- 
Divots openii ict. 
"The   family   that   plays to- 
i.'   .'. oniiii:   ti ' linily 
of fifteen children, theCORNEL- 
BROS. 4 SISTER ROSE prove 
it! There are five girls and ten 
i HI in   in a e from  11 to 
33; each  ini    In    and plays a 
musical Instrument. An unusual 
e   knit group, they claim 
Dania,   I lorida, a small com- 
munity between Miami ami 1-oit 
i aii lerdak as their hometown. 
CORNELIUS BROS. S SBTER 
ROSE is comprised oi Eddie, 29; 
BillieJo, 26; Rose, 25 and Cart- 
er, 24. Eddie is the lead singer 
and composer, with Carter an 
occasional and talented collabo- 
rator* 
During their schooldays, they 
sang in tin church choir and in 
; | auctions, Eddie and 
Carter, •■?rsatile on several in- 
struments lar mem- 
: i of the hi to] hand. 
I on, they a; I in small 
local clubs and at occasional 
affairs. But 
the pay meager and most times, 
non-existent. They struggled for 
trs, working at day- 
time jobs to help pa 
desperately hoping for a break. 
The outlook seemed dismal 
until they met Bob Archibald, 
producer/engineer of his Music 
Factory, Miami's major record- 
in;- facility. Archibald auditioned 
n and decided to help. For 
almost a year, he coached the 
group intensively and then pro- 
duced their first recording, 
"Treat Her Like a Lady», re- 
leasing it on his own platinum 
label 
Within ten days, the disc was 
a regional smash and top labels 
were bidding for it. Archbald 
decided on United Artists, and 
tin combination proved to be a 
winner! The record turned out 
to be on.; of the most popular 
million seller hits of'71, earn- 
in RIAA goldh , acclaimed 
the »8 Top Hit of The Year, 
CORNELIUS BROS. & SISTER 
ROSE won Record World's Award 
for r> i.. 'he Top New Vocal 
Combination for 1971. 
Their second release, "Too 
Late To Turn Back Now' made 
phenomenal gains and in just six 
. it raced up the national 
TOP 40 CHARTS from *100 to 
<<1 across the board in Billboard, 
Cash Box and Record World. 
It spread with lightning-like 
speed, zipping up the Easy Lis- 
tening and Soul Charts, too, as, 
no doubt, all their discs from 
now on will do. 
•Cornelius Bros. & Sister 
Rose,'' their first album, was 
another fantastic success. Fea- 
turing 10 original tunes including 
"Treat Her Like A Lady' and 
* Too Late To Turn Back Now' , 
the album was a leading contender 
By BKTTIF BASS 
The Student Union is spon- 
soring Experimental College 
which will begin on February 
11 and run through March 14. 
The committee this year is head- 
ed by Carrol Kersh. 
The courses offered are: Arts 
and Crafts, Including crayon pati- 
que, macrame and weaving; Auto 
Mechanics, the basis of car care 
such as changing the oil; Bride- 
to-be, designed to lielp the bride- 
to-be plan her wedding; CakeUe- 
COratlng, the Imw-tos in putting 
an extra touch to your home- 
baked goodies; Cooking, the 
topics that interest you the most 
Guitar, the basic skills in mas- 
tering the guitar; Indoor Gar- 
dening, any concepts of Indoor 
gardening that is of interest to 
the students; Mixology, includes 
preparing cocktails, stocking a 
wine cellar, and the preparation 
of hois d'oeurves; Personal Fin- 
ance, basics of managing your 
Sophomore Auction 
Set For February 
°Will Sell Everything' 
By ELLEN CASSADA 
Soph mn ore Auction, now 
scheduled for February 19, will 
see everything sold from a little 
scream from Mrs. LeStourgeon 
to slaves for useful work tasks. 
Steak and lasagna dinners will 
be auctioned again this year,and 
Bit Chi letter will also have its 
traditional place. There will be8 
tennis racket autographed by 
Billie Jean King, of course. A 
real "show-stopper' will be one 
free tennis lesson to by given by 
Dr. Willett. Fraternity parties 
will also be slipped into the 
auction. 
As for the slave sale, sopho- 
more class members as well as 
faculty personnel are being en- 
couraged to participate. Buyers 
will subject the slaves to chores 
such as raking leaves, polishing 
furniture, cleaning house, wash- 
ing cars and laundry, and baby- 
sitting. 
Millie Barnes, sophomore auc- 
tion chairman, urges "everyone 
who has anything that has a chance 
of being sold to please make 
donations and help sophomore 
auction be a success." 
money; Photography, basic point- 
ers for taking pictures with 
simple cameras; Sewing, basics 
in sewing your own lingerie; and 
Weight Loss, including nutrition 
and exercise. 
The classes will be held Mon- 
day through Thursday nights be- 
ginning at 7:00. Each class will 
last from 45 minutes to an hour 
long. The classes will be taught 
by Longwood professors, Stu- 
dents, and people in Farmville 
and out of town. 
Cooperative Job Program 
Instituted With H-Sydney 
The Placement Office at Long- 
wood has joined together with the 
Placement Office at Hampden- 
Sydney to institute a cooperative 
program of interviews with re- 
presentatives from public 
schools, business, and industry. 
This was supposed to be es- 
pecially beneficial to non-teach- 
ing majors, because business and 
industry recruiters do not usually 
come to Longwood. The big firms 
go to places like the University 
of Virginia and Virginia Poly- 
teclinic Institute. Representa- 
tives from several large com- 
panies are scheduled to visit 
Hampden-Sydney during Feb- 
ruary and March, and the Place- 
ment Office has been publicizing 
this fact and urging interested 
students to sign up for the in- 
terviews. According to Mr. Ray 
Alie, Director of PlacementSer- 
vices, only a couple of people 
have signed up for the inter- 
views. 
' 1 find this kind of discour- 
aging in the face of students 
complaints,' said Mr. Alie. He 
went on to say that non -teaching 
majors have been complaining 
that interviews around here have 
been for teaching majors. Now 
that the Placement Office has 
ventured to set up interviews 
for the non-teaching students, 
there has not been much re- 
sponse at all. 
"Your happy shopping store" 
We welcome your business 
for top awards in '72. 
,:Big Time Lover" is the 
second Lp from these fabulous 
artists who possess the uncanny 
ability to turn out one tremend- 
ous national hit after another. It 
was released in October of 
1973. 
Tickets for the concert are 
available before and after dinner 
in the S-UN office. Tickets are 
$2.50 for Longwood students and 
$3.00 for others. You may also 
purchase them at the door. 
The afro-American Student Al- 
liance is also sponsoring a dance 
in the lower dining hall on Fri- 
day, February 15, featuring the 
SOUL TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
It will last from 9:00 to 1:00 
and the tickets may be purchased 
at the door for $1.00. 
Gardening, Mixology Among Courses 
Offered In Experimental College 
7 
THE   DOOKNOOK 
Longwood Folders With Ruled Pads 
Legal Size Letter Size 
Was s2.25 Now M.75 Now M.50 
Cornelius Brothers, Sister Rose 
Leg. Board Chooses 
Student Representatives,] 
Defeats Ad Hoc 
A motion to form an Ad Hoc 
Committee, which would have 
handled matters concerning bad 
checks written by Longwood stu- 
dents to local merchants, was de- 
feated at the meeting on January 
28. 
The Board recommended 
strengthening and reinforcing of 
current policies regarding usage 
of the snack bar in Lankford. This 
is in special reference to consid- 
eration being given to a new poli- 
cy, which would ban everyone but 
Hampden-Sydney and Longwood 
students, and their guests, from 
use of the snack bar. 
Cathy Riggins, Maureen Ryan, 
and Vanessa Dane were recom- 
mended to serve as Student Rep- 
resentatives to the Academic 
Policy Committee. Janie Pritch- 
ard was also recommended as 
Chairman of the Elections Com- 
mittee. 
A recommendation was also 
passed that the following people 
should remain as chairmen of 
their respective committees: 
Academic Policy Committee: 
Robin Glasscock, organizations 
and Evaluations Committee: 
Robin Wallmeyer, Infirmary 
Committee: Jean Null, and Stu- 
dent Activities Fees Committees: 
Jane Chalkley. 
The physical education depart- 
ment will no longer require gym 
suits. However, should they not be 
able to cancel the orders placed 
for the incoming freshmen; they 
will be required to purchase 
them. 
Amy Davis was installed as a 
Junior Representative to the Leg- 
islative Board at this meeting. 
We need you. 
The National Center tor 
Voluntarv Action. 
PROBLEMS? 
EuroMed 
lay liter RX via 
overseas iraiaiog 
For the session starting Fall, 1974, 
Euromed will assist qualified Amer 
ican students in gaining admission 
to recognized overseas medical 
schools. 
And that's just the beginning 
Since the language barrier constitutes 
the preponderate difficulty in succeed- 
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed 
program also includes an intensive 
12 week medical and conversational 
language course, mandatory for all 
students. Five hours daily. 5 days per 
week (1216 weeks) the course is 
given in the country where the student 
will attend medical school 
In addition. Euromed provides stu- 
dents with a 12 week intensive cul- 
tural orientation program, with 
American students now studying medi- 
cine in that particular country serving 
as counselors. 
Senior or graduate students currently 
enrolled in an American university arc 
eligible to participate in the Euromed 
program. 
For application and further 
information, phone toll tree. 
(800) 645-1234 
or write, 
Euromed. Ltd. 
I   170 Old Country Road 
I   Mmeola. NY 11501 S / 
Westhampton Loses To 
Both Varsity And J. V. 
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By LYNNE JOHNSON 
Longwood's Woman's Basket- 
ball Teams traveled to West- 
hampton College Tuesday night 
and brought home wins of 54-35 
and 61-15. 
In the Varsity game both teams 
matched point for point during the 
first quarter as Longwood took 
only a 1 point lead after eight 
minutes of play. Second quarter 
Westhampton limited Longwood 
to only 7 points as they scored 
10, thus taking the 25-23 lead 
at the half. 
During the third quarter Long- 
wood was held scoreless after 4 
minutes of play but bounced back 
as Diane Jones made 8 of the 17 
points for Longwood. The defense 
was tight as they held WC to only 
6 points and took a 40-31 lead. 
Fourth quarter Longwood's de- 
fense took its toll as they limited 
Westhampton to only 4 points 
while scoring 14 points them - 
selves thus giving Longwood the 
54-35 win. 
Nanette Fisher and Diane Jones 
were the game's leading scorers 
with 14 points each while Anita 
Stowe had 12 points. Anita Stowe 
was leading rebounder with 14 
and Diane Minor had 13. 
Longwood shot only 27T( (8-30) 
from the floor first half and 29^ 
(11-38) second half as compared 
to Westhampton who was 37% (11- 
30) first half and 22% (2-9) sec- 
ond half. 
Longwood's J.V. made it 2 wins 
for Longwood as they smashed 
Westhampton's J.V. 61-15. In the 
first quarter Longwood limited 
1974 GYMNASTICS TEAM - front row - Nina Sherrah, Patty 
Merrell, Sandy, Conkwright; back row - Amy Davis, manager, 
Beth Tomlinson, Sheree Bond, Pat Caudle, Debbie Moreland, 
B. J. Moss, manager. 
Be careful with fire: 
There are babes 
in the woods. 
And those baby animals and trees need a 
place where they can grow up strong and 
healthy. The forest is their home. When you 
come to visit, please don't burn it down. 
Westhampton to only one field 
goal and by the end of the first 
half had a comfortable 29-8 lead. 
Second half Longwood shot 35% 
from the floor as they outscored 
WC 13-4 in the third quarter and 
19-3 in the fourth quarter. 
Roxann Fox, Colleen Blakley 
and Carolyn Henshaw were in 
double figures as they scored 
14, 10, and 10 points respec- 
tively. Roxann Fox was leading 
rebounder with 6. 
Longwood is home this Satur- 
day as the Varsity plays Eastern 
Mennonite College at 2:00 in 
French Gym. The JV will be play- 
ing Ferrum Junior College fol- 
lowing the Varsity Game. 
I 
1974 FENCING TEAM - front row - Susan Ferguson. Bienda 
Jordan, Robin Fekety; back row - Cheryl Jenkins, Mary Thorn- 
hill, Candy Graves, Debbie Hughes, Miss Bush - Coach. 
Longwood Scores Two 
Wins Over Bridgewater 
Longwood upped its basketball 
record to 3-1 as they edged out 
Bridgewater College 40-34, on 
Saturday, January 26. 
Both teams were slow getting 
started as Longwood took a slight 
two point lead of 8-6 at the end of 
the first quarter. Second quarter 
Longwood switched from a zone 
man to man to a straight zone 
which forced Bridgewater to take 
outside shots. Longwood outscor- 
ed Bridgewater in the second 
quarter 13-6 to take a 21-12 
lead at the half. Longwood shot 
35% (9-26) from the floor first 
half while Bridgewater was only 
4-21 for 19%. 
In the third quarter Longwood 
outscored Bridgewater 11-10. 
However, in the fourth quarter 
Bridgewater came within three 
points of tying Longwood with 
less than two minutes remaining 
in the game. Longwood pulled 
through and at the buzzer had 
a 40-34 victory. Second half 
Longwood was only 28% from the 
floor connecting with 8 of 28. 
Bridgewater was 29% hitting 6 of 
22. 
Nanette Fisher was leading 
scorer and rebounder with 16 
points and 14 rebounds. Lucy 
Sale was second leading scorer 
with 8 points and pulled down 11 
rebounds. 
Longwood's Junior Varsity 
made it two victories Saturday as 
they downed Bridgewater's J.V. 
47-33. First quarter ended in a 
10-10 tie but second quarter the 
Baby Blues came back with 20 
points to Bridgewater's 13 mak- 
ing the half time score 30-23. 
Longwood shot 48% from the floor 
hitting 12 of 25 shots compared 
to Bridgewater's 7 of 19 for 37',. 
Both teams started the second 
half sluggishly witli Longwood 
only scoring 3 points the entire 
third quarter and Bridgewater 
6 points. With only a 4 point lead 
going into the fourth quarter 
Longwood finally penetrated 
Bridgewater's defense and added 
14 points on the board while hold- 
ing Bridgewater to only 4 points 
Advertising contributed »or the puohc good 
Farmville, Va. 
See Our Selection 
Of 
Spoon Rings In 
Sterling Silver 
making it a 47-33 victory^ Second 
half statistics showed Longwood 
hitting 35 | from the floor (8-23) 
and Bridgewater 22',', (4-18). 
Colleen Blakley and Barbara 
Sykes were leading scorers with 
eight points apiece. Roxann Fox 
was leading rebounder with 13. 
1974 SWIMMING TEAM - front row - Terry Thomas, Cathy 
Holt, Karen Cutler, Patn Walker; back row - Robin Wallmeyer, 
Debbie Acker, Beryl Dixon, Susan Turner. 
N. Main St. 
NEWMAN'S 
Winter Clearance Ladies Sportswear 
25% to 50% Off 
392-5363 
 
You're always 
welcome 
at 
FIDELITY 
NATIONAL    BANK 
COLLEGE 
SH0PPE 
Steaks-Pizzas 
Seafood 
5:30am -8pm 
CRUTE'S 
Typewriter Repairs 
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As A "Result Of Requests" 
Diet Table Plans Discussed 
Your Opinion May Be Worth Scholarship 
In Silver Opinion Competition 
By JANET LINDNER 
A new project is now being dis- 
cussed concerning a '-diet table'' 
for the students of Longwood Col- 
lege. This newly proposed idea 
was partly the result of a few 
requests made by students. Ac- 
cording to Mr. Carbone, Direc- 
tor of Dining Services, there 
would be a certain number of 
tables, therefore limiting this 
project to a certain number of 
girls. He also stated that this 
diet table would involve ,;strict 
super vision,' to maintain the 
idea that the girls should have 
a controlled calorie intake. Mr. 
Carbone commented that he, 
along with the Dean is "trying 
to work out something." As yet 
there Is DO firm answer to the 
question   of   the   proposed  diet 
table, and this would be "on a 
trial basis.' 
When asked who would get top 
priority for the diet table, Mr. 
Carbone replied that it would be 
mainly for the "girl who is ser- 
iously overweight.' There are 
also other requirements accord- 
ing to Mr. Carbone. First of all 
the girl would have to have a note 
from her doctor, and the girls 
would be required to attend all 
meals, and would be given only 
one helping of food. These girls, 
he commented, "have to really 
be serious and not go on a pizza 
and beer binge on the week ends.' 
Mr. Carbone explained that most 
of the time a diet project will be 
in cafeteria type operations. 
Since this will be experimental, 
only a few tables would be served 
the diet food, which all consist 
of a carefully balanced diet of 
protein, vitamins, and all the 
nutritional   requirements.   This 
Nominations Arc llriiijo Taken 
For lacullv Keeignition Award 
B)   PA I LA WILLIAMS 
The Studenl Development Com- 
mittee LB currently taking nomi- 
nations for the Faculty Recogni- 
tion Award Iven annually to a 
student-nominated faculty mem- 
ber Ibr distinguished service to 
the  students and  the  colle   . 
The Student-Faculty Recogni- 
tion Award consists of a finan- 
cial gift, and a bronze medallion 
inscribed "In Recognition of Pro- 
fessional Excellence andDevoted 
Service to Students.'' 
Miss Barbara Bishop, Chair- 
man of the Art Department, was 
the first recipient of the award in 
1972. Dr. Eleanor Bobbitt of the 
Physical Education Department 
was last year's recipient. 
The award is given in May as 
part of the commencement exer- 
cises. Nomination forms are 
available at the head table. 
WHERE 
THERE ARE HEARTS, 
THERE ARE FLOWERS. 
FTD LoveBundle'"' 
with Joie de Fleur ""perfume 
Hearts and flowers add 
up to the FTD 
LoveBundle. A beautiful 
bouquet of fresh flowers 
...with a surprise. 
A capsule of Joie de Fleur, 
FTD's exclusive new 
perfume. And we can 
send flowers to your 
Valentine girls across the 
street or across the 
country. Stop in or 
phone us today. But 
hurry! Don't be dis- 
appointed—send early! 
m 
Y/HHI WN. i nni ii m>tusn 
is in complete contrast with the 
eating habits of some girls, sug- 
gested Mr. Carbone, "who skip 
breakfast and grab a hamburger" 
when they are hungry. 
Mr. Carbone stated that there 
would be no problem as far as 
the staff preparing the food. When 
asked about his opinion, Mr. Car- 
bone replied, ' I would like to 
try it and in talking with the 
Dean, we have not worked out 
the real nitty gritty." He was 
unsure of whether it would come 
about "this year or next school 
year." 
V£C Offers 
Job Hunting Help 
RICHMOND - The energy cris- 
is and a resulting leveling off 
of the economey may mean a 
scarcity of jobs for Virginia's 
1974 college graduates, accord- 
ing to C. Wayne Ferguson, state 
youth coordinator for the Vir- 
ginia  Employment Commission. 
The VEC's College Protnes 
program, which gets the names 
of recent college graduates be- 
fore prospective Virginia em- 
ployers, is being expanded this 
year in an attempt to offset the 
relatively poor outlook for those 
entering the job market. Fer- 
guson said. 
Under College Profiles, the 
VEC publishes a list of recent 
college graduate seeking work 
and distributes copies to about 
1,000 Virginia employers. This 
year, about 70,000 additional em- 
ployers will be informed by 
direct mail of the availability of 
the listing. 
To be issued in March, April, 
and May, the list will carry the 
student's name, home address, 
college attended and major and 
minor   courses   of study. 
During the months of February 
and March, Reed & Barton, 
America's oldest major silver - 
smiths, are conducting a"Silver 
Opinion Competition" in which 
scholarships totaling $2,500 are 
being offered to duly enrolled 
women students at a few selected 
colleges and universities. 
Longwood College has been se- 
lected to enter this Competition 
in which the First Grand Award 
is a $1,000 scholarship, Second 
Grand Award is a $500 scholar- 
ship, Third Grand Award is a 
$300 scholarship, and the next 
Seven Grand Award winners re- 
ceive $100 scholarships. In addi- 
tion, there will be 100 other 
awards consisting of sterling, 
china and crystal with a retail 
value of approximately $100. 
In the 1974 "Silver Opinion 
Competition," an entry form il- 
lustrates 12 designs of sterling 
with eight designs of both china 
and crystal. The entrant simply 
lists the three best combinations 
of sterling, china and crystal 
from the patterns illustrated. 
Scholarships and awards will be 
made to those entries matching 
Recruiters 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ing.' 
The Virginia Beach group 
which stayed January 27 and 28, 
Andee reported, commented gen- 
erally that they '■?really enjoyed 
the opportunity to do this.' 
or coming closest to the unani- 
mous selections of Table-Setting 
editors from three of the nation's 
leading magazines. 
Miss Sue Ellen Southard is the 
Student Representative who is 
conducting the "Silver Opinion 
Competition' for Reed & Barton 
at Longwood College. Those in- 
terested in entering the "Silver 
Opinion Competition" should 
contact her at 223SouthCunning- 
ham for entry blank sand for com- 
plete details concerning the Com- 
petition rules. She also has sam- 
ples of 12 of the most popular 
Reed & Barton designs so that 
entrants can see how these ster- 
ling patterns actually look. 
Through the opinions on silver 
design, expressed by college 
women competing for these 
scholarships, Reed & Barton 
hopes to compile a valuable li- 
brary of expressions of young 
American taste. 
Special  Sale! 
Lansootts Gift  Shop 
Main-     Items 
ROCHETTE'S 
FLORIST 
FLOWERS FOR 
ALL OCCASIONS 
1 ST. NATIONAL 
BANK 
Farmville, Virginia 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
( arterA  *jrtower ^liop 
OM Mark Frra il<»t>iui / 
711   West  3rd  St. Phone 392-3151 
Farmv.lle, Va.  23901 
CLIP AND SAVE 50C AT BOB'S 
Regular 99C Value       Returnable Quart 
Coca Cola 
With 
Coupon 4 QTS 49 
Limit 4 Qts. Per Coupon - 1 Coupon Per Person 
Coupon Valid Thru   Wed.. Feb. 13, 1974 
REDEEMABLE ONLY AT BOB'S SUPER MARKET 
